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To investigate the cortical information processing during the
preparation of vocalization, we performed transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (TMS) over the cortex while the subjects pre-
pared to produce voice in response to a visual cue. The control
reaction time (RT) of vocalization without TMS was 250–350
msec. TMS prolonged RT when it was delivered up to 150–200
msec before the expected onset of voice (EOV). The largest
delay of RT was induced bilaterally over points 6 cm to the left
and right of the vertex (the left and right motor areas), resulting
in 10–20% prolongation of RT. During the early phase of pre-
vocalization period (50–100 msec before EOV), the delay in-
duced over the left motor area was slightly larger than that
induced over the right motor area, whereas, during the late
phase (0–50 msec before EOV), it was significantly larger over
the right motor area. Bilateral and simultaneous TMS of the left

and right motor areas induced delays not significantly different
from that induced by unilateral TMS during the early phase, but
induced a large delay well in excess of the latter during the late
phase. Thus, during the cortical preparation for human vocal-
ization, alternation of hemispheric lateralization takes place
between the bilateral motor cortices near the facial motor rep-
resentations, with mild left hemispheric predominance at the
early phase switching over to robust right hemispheric predom-
inance during the late phase. Our results also suggested in-
volvement of the motor representation of respiratory muscles
and also of supplementary motor cortex.
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Anatomically, two predominant pathways from the cortex have
been described for vocalization in primates: one descending from
the limbic system to the periaqueductal gray responsible for
nonverbal emotional vocal utterances, and another descending
from the neocortex, more specifically from the facial and laryn-
geal areas of the motor cortex, which is responsible for the
production of learned vocal patterns (Jürgens and Ploog, 1970,
1976; Jürgens and Zwirner, 1996). The relative importance of the
latter pathway becomes greater in animals higher in the phyloge-
netic tree and culminates in human voice production in which
highly learned vocal patterns apart from emotional contents are
required for speech. In primates, cortical potentials preceding
vocalization have been recorded over the motor cortex in the
posterior bank of the inferior limb of the arcuate sulcus (Gemba
et al., 1995, 1997). However, it is only in humans that electrical
stimulation or repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of the
cerebral cortex can produce vocalization or its arrest (Penfield
and Rasmussen, 1949; Penfield and Roberts, 1959; Hast et al.,
1974; Pascual-Leone et al., 1991). Therefore monkeys do not
provide appropriate models for the learned type of vocalization,

leaving the cortical control of vocalization as an issue that can be
only studied in humans.

Many positron emission tomography (PET) studies hitherto
have shown that vocalization in humans involves various regions
of the brain such as the facial representations of bilateral senso-
rimotor cortices, supplementary motor area, and the cerebellum
(Petersen and Fiez, 1993; Herholz et al., 1994; Wildgruber et al.,
1996; Yonekura et al., 1997). However, little is known about the
temporal evolution of activities in these cortical regions.

Here we studied the cortical motor preparation for vocalization
by using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to suppress
cortical functions temporarily and focally in a manner analogous
to that used in animal studies, producing as it were a “virtual
lesion” (Day et al., 1989; Priori et al., 1993; Terao et al., 1998). If
the onset of voice is delayed by TMS delivered at a certain time,
the focal cortical area just underneath the coil should then be
active and necessary. Investigating where the maximal suppres-
sion occurs by delivering TMS at various time intervals and
locations would reveal not only which cortical regions are active
during task performance, but also when they are active and
necessary.

The laryngeal and facial representations of the motor cortex,
considered responsible for vocalization and speech, send bilateral
projections to the nuclei of cranial nerves and other brainstem
structures. Goodale (1988) described right-sided asymmetries
(left hemispheric predominance) in movements of a mouth dur-
ing verbal and nonverbal tasks. A recent study also suggested that
left hemispheric dominance for speech production includes the
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primary motor cortex even for simple verbal tasks such as auto-
matic speech lacking prosodic component (Wildgruber et al.,
1996). What does “hemispheric” dominance imply in the pres-
ence of such bilateral projections? The present study also ad-
dressed this issue and provides the first evidence of hemispheric
lateralization and also of its alternation, for the cortical prepara-
tion of vocalization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following experiments were done with the approval of the Ethics
Committee of the University of Tokyo. Thirteen normal subjects alto-
gether (nine males, four females, age 28–45) took part in the experi-
ments who all gave written informed consent to participate before the
experiments. All the subjects were right-handed, and the Edinburgh
inventory score ranged from 60 to 100, with an average of 95.5 6 3.65
(mean 6 SE) (Oldfield, 1971).
Experiment 1. Subjects were required to produce a short sound [a] (one
of the five elementary Japanese vowel sounds) quickly in response to the
presentation of a visual cue, i.e., flash of a light-emitting diode (LED)
placed 50 cm in front of the face, 2.5 mm in diameter. The light cues were
presented at 4–6 sec intervals. To prevent the reaction time (RT) of
voice from being affected by the respiratory phase in which vocalization
is made (during inspiration or expiration), the subjects were asked to
wait in full inspiration for the coming cue and not to take a breath just
before voice production. The subjects were encouraged to produce a
voice of the same pitch, volume, and duration throughout the experi-
ment. The intensity of voice was slightly above the level that the subjects
would use for natural conversation, so that they would endure the long
recording sessions. Voice was picked up by a microphone (Dynamic
microphone, F-V20II; Sony, Tokyo, Japan), and the signals were ampli-
fied through filters set at 100 Hz and 3 kHz, which were then full
wave-rectified (DP-1200; NEC Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan). Because
the recordings were inevitably contaminated by the click sounds accom-
panying the magnetic pulse, we also recorded the click sounds in a
separate session in which the subjects did not perform the task, but when
the magnetic coil was placed at the same position over the subject’s head.
These recordings were compared with the recordings of each single trial
when the subjects phonated, so that the onset and offset of voice were
respectively defined as the times when the record for the latter condition
deviated from and returned to the former by a difference of more than
two times the level of the ambient noise recorded by the same
microphone.

For TMS, we used a circular coil (inner diameter 8 cm) connected to
a magnetic stimulator (Magstim 200; Magstim, Welwyn Garden City,
UK). The coil was centered over the vertex either with side A upward,
which induced counterclockwise current in the coil as viewed from
above, or with side B upward, which induced current in the opposite
direction (clockwise current). The former coil placement is known to be
optimal for stimulating the hand motor area of the left hemisphere and
eliciting motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) in right-hand muscles, whereas
the latter is optimal for stimulating the hand motor area of the right
hemisphere and eliciting MEPs in the left-hand muscles. Postulating that
preferential activation of the left and right hemispheres holds true also
for the cortical regions implicated in vocalization, we would be able to
investigate the relative contribution of the two hemispheres to the
preparation of vocalization by experimenting with these two current
directions; if counterclockwise current direction effective for the left
hemisphere induces a greater delay in the onset of vocalization, it would
mean that the left hemisphere is more involved in the preparation of
vocalization, whereas the right hemisphere should be more involved if
clockwise current direction has a greater effect. In this part of experi-
ment, we used a relatively strong intensity, i.e., 80–100% of the maximal
output of the stimulator, as has been used for similar experiments that
investigated the hand (Day et al., 1989) or saccade reaction time (Priori
et al., 1993).

RT in each trial was defined as the time between cue presentation and
the onset of voice measured on each recording. The amount of voice was
defined as the area under the rectified waveform of the recorded voice.
The duration of voice was defined as the time interval between the onset
and offset of voice.

Before test sessions, at least 20 practice trials without TMS were given
until the RT became stable. The stable mean value of RT in these
preliminary trials was used to define the expected onset of vocalization

(EOVp), which ranged from ;250–350 msec depending on the subject.
Subsequently, the subjects went through the test sessions, in which TMS
was given 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 msec before EOVp. In some
subjects, 350 msec before EOVp was also studied. However, the RT,
hence the expected onset of voice, varied slightly with sessions. There-
fore, the time of TMS was redefined as the time interval between TMS
delivery and the expected time of voice in each session (EOVt), i.e., how
long it preceded EOVt. Test (with TMS delivered at the above time
intervals) and control trials (click sounds were given at the corresponding
time intervals, but the magnetic coil was delivered off the scalp) were
intermixed in a randomized order. Each session included trials for two to
three TMS intervals (10–15 trials for each TMS interval) as well as 10–15
control trials. In addition, catch trials were included in which TMS was
given but no visual cue was presented, so that the subject had to withhold
a response. These trials comprised 10–15% of the total trial number in
each session and ensured that the subjects reacted in response to the
visual cue, but not to TMS. If the subject inadvertently responded in any
of the catch trials, all the responses in that session were discarded.

Experiment 2. Experiment 1 was mainly aimed at determining the time
interval for delivering TMS that was most effective either in delaying the
onset latency or increasing the amount of voice. In experiment 2, the
basic experimental setup was similar to that described for experiment 1,
except that a figure eight coil (inner diameter 8 cm, outer diameter 11.5
cm) was used, which enabled localized stimulation of the brain to study
the topography of effective regions, i.e., the most effective site to delay
the onset of vocalization and whether the topography of these active
regions changed with the time of TMS. TMS was delivered at the
effective time intervals as revealed in experiment 1, i.e., ;0, 50, 100, 150,
and 200 msec before EOVt. Additionally, in experiments 2 and 3, 6 of 11
subjects were selected to study the time courses in more detail, with time
intervals of TMS varied in 10–20 msec steps. The data for these six
subjects were used for statistical evaluation, as will be described later.

According to the results of recent functional magnetic resonance
imaging studies (Hikosaka et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1999), we focused our
study on scalp sites overlying the motor strip and the supplementary
motor area proper (SMA proper). The motor strip was considered to
extend along lines drawn from Cz in the 10–20 international electrode
system toward the tragi of both ears. Thus seven points of interest were
selected over the scalp to cover evenly over the motor strip (Fig. 1 B).
These points were the vertex (Cz in the international 10–20 electrode
system, point D in Fig. 1), points 3 cm to the left and right (points C and
E), points 6 cm to the left and right (points B and F), and points 9 cm to
the left and right (points A and G) of Cz. These points should span
respectively the medial, middle, and lateral portions of the motor strip.
The facial motor representations as studied by TMS have been located at
;6–8 cm lateral to Cz over the scalp (Meyer et al., 1994). The coil was
positioned flat and tangential to the scalp surface over each of these
points such that the induced current in the brain flowed in the posterior-
to-anterior direction.

Electrical stimulation of SMA proper can elicit vocalization in pri-
mates (Jürgens and Ploog, 1970), and cortical potentials related to
vocalization have been recorded over SMA in humans (Ikeda et al.,
1992). Thus, to investigate the possible effect of TMS over SMA proper,
we also investigated the midline regions in 6 of 11 subjects. According to
preceding TMS (Müri et al., 1995; Gerloff et al., 1999) and neuroimaging
studies (Hikosaka et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1999), the hand area of SMA
proper has been located beneath a point over the scalp 2–3 cm anterior
and 1 cm lateral to Cz where the midline of scalp crosses the motor strip
and the pre-SMA further anterior. We have also located the pre-SMA
underneath a scalp point ;6 cm anterior to Cz (our unpublished data).
Thus, the center of the coil was placed either over Cz or over points 2, 4,
and 6 cm anterior to Cz to test the effect of TMS over the midline region.
A graph was constructed plotting the delay in RT (ordinate) against the
site of stimulation (abscissa) at each of the time intervals.

In this part of experiment, special care was taken as to the intensity of
TMS because it was shown in experiment 1 that the RT of vocalization
is remarkably susceptible to intersensory facilitation, a phenomenon
whereby RT is shortened when a sensory stimulus of various modalities
accompanies the cue signal (in this case, the visual cue for triggering
vocalization). With TMS of strong intensity, RT could be shortened
because of accessory sensory inputs accompanying TMS, such as the click
sound, slight percussion onto the head, current induced in the scalp, and
the resulting contraction of the muscles. In preliminary sessions, we
investigated the optimal intensity for obtaining a maximal delay, namely,
an intensity powerful enough to physically stimulate the cortical region
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just underneath the coil and to induce a delay in RT, but not too strong
to induce an intersensory facilitation as large as to override the induced
delay, which would result in the acceleration of RT. We found that the
intensity 5–10% above the active motor threshold of the hand motor area
of the left hemisphere was most optimal for this purpose. This intensity
was first determined for each subject and was used in the subsequent
sessions.

Based on the results, we constructed plots describing the time course of
induced delay against the site of stimulation over the motor strip or the
midline regions (see Fig. 3A–C). In addition, we also plotted the time
course of induced delay, amount, and duration of the voice as a function
of the time of TMS. As will be described in Results, the induced delay
was most robust when TMS was delivered over points 6 cm to the left and
right of Cz and points 2–4 cm anterior to Cz. These regions will be
termed the left and right motor areas and the SMA proper region in the
following. The detailed time courses for the left and right motor areas
and the SMA proper region were given as separate plots for six subjects
whose time courses were studied in detail (see Fig. 4 A).

Experiment 3. In this part of experiment, the effect of bilateral TMS
was compared with that of unilateral TMS. To study the precise time
course of the effect of TMS, we placed two figure eight coils over two
sites where the effect of focal TMS was maximal, namely over the left and

right motor areas. Trials in which TMS was delivered bilaterally and
simultaneously over these two points (bilateral TMS) were randomly
intermixed with those in which TMS was given unilaterally at either of
the points (unilateral TMS). The intensity used for stimulation was the
same as in experiment 2.

Again, the time course of induced delay, amount, and duration of the
voice were plotted as a function of the time of TMS (see Fig. 5).

Data processing and statistical analysis. The onset time of voice relative
to the time of visual cue (i.e., RT), its volume, and duration were
collected for each trial. RT was averaged at each TMS interval (with four
time bins of 0–50, 50–100, 100–150, and 150–200 msec before EOVt)
and for control trials. The TMS-induced delay in RT was calculated by
subtracting the mean RT of control trials from that of test trials at each
TMS interval. In experiments 2 and 3, the delay of RT was expressed as
its percentage to the mean control RT in the same session. The average
amount of voice at each TMS interval was expressed as its ratio to the
average amount of voice in control trials in the same session (voice ratio).
Similarly, the duration of voice was expressed as its ratio to the average
duration of voice in control trials. Thereafter RT and the volume and
duration of voice in test and control trials under each stimulus condition
were compared statistically using the paired Student’s t test ( p , 0.05) to
see whether there was a significant delay of RT at each time interval of
TMS.

To compare the time courses of these measures under different stim-
ulus conditions (TMS over the motor areas or that over the SMA proper
region in experiment 2, unilateral or bilateral TMS in experiment 3),
statistical assessment was performed with data collected from six subjects
in whom the time courses were studied in detail. Three measures of voice
(delay of RT, volume, and duration) were considered to be functions of
three independent factors, i.e., subject, time interval of TMS (0–50,
50–100, 100–150, and 150–200 msec before EOVt), and the type of
stimulation (TMS over the left or right motor area, or over SMA proper
in experiment 2, unilateral and bilateral TMS in experiment 3) and were
subjected to statistical analysis using ANOVA. The factor subject exhib-
ited no significant effect on any of these measures alone nor any signif-
icant interaction between the other two factors, and therefore this factor
was excluded from the independent factors. Because the time courses for
unilateral TMS over the left and right motor areas were quite similar in
basic features, the data were pooled for these areas and will be described
simply as data for the motor areas. Consequently, for experiment 2,
ANOVA was performed with two factors, time interval of TMS, and the
type of stimulation (TMS over the motor areas or over SMA proper).
Similarly, for experiment 3, ANOVA was performed with two factors,
the time interval of TMS and stimulus condition [unilateral (left or right)
and bilateral TMS]. Post hoc analysis was submitted to Bonferroni’s
correction to reveal what differences contributed to the significant effects
or interactions detected by ANOVA.

RESULTS
Experiment 1
Delay in the onset of voice induced by TMS
The mean control RT in the subjects was 303.0 6 13.75 (mean 6
SE) msec. Using a strong intensity up to 90–100% of the maximal
output of the stimulator with a round coil, we could delay the
onset of vocalization by TMS in five of nine subjects recruited in
this study. When the delay was plotted as a function of the time
of TMS, a small delay was noted when TMS was delivered
between 0 and 200 msec before EOVt (Fig. 2A) and the maximal
value of delay ranged from 15–40 msec in different subjects. The
amount of delay did not differ significantly whether TMS was
placed with side A or B upward (data not shown). However, this
may have been attributable to the small delay induced in each of
these subjects.

On the other hand, an obvious shortening of RT was noted
when TMS was delivered 200–350 msec before EOVt, which was
ascribed to intersensory facilitation (Terao et al., 1997). The
amount of shortening reached as large as 100 msec, which was
much greater in magnitude in comparison with the delay. Fur-
thermore, TMS produced no delay in four subjects. Control RT
of these subjects was 347.1 6 10.9 msec. In two of them, even an

Figure 1. An example of voice recordings (A) and sites of TMS over the
scalp (B). A, Delay in the RT of voice induced by TMS given at various
time intervals. Here the round coil was centered over the vertex (coun-
terclockwise current in the coil). Each trace gives the superimposition of
voice recordings for 10 trials. The bottom trace is the recording when the
magnetic coil was delivered off the scalp, but the subject heard the click
sound accompanying the magnetic pulse. The time of visual cue presen-
tation is indicated by the vertical solid line, and the control reaction time
is marked by the vertical dashed line. The time of TMS delivery is
indicated by the white triangles. In the top three traces, TMS was applied
;130, 80, and 30 msec before EOVt [Actually, TMS was delivered 50, 100,
and 150 msec before EOVp. There was a correction of 20 msec because
the onset of voice (EOVt) was 20 msec shorter than EOVp in this session].
Note that the onsets of voice (marked by black triangles) are progressively
more delayed in comparison with the control reaction time when TMS is
applied at a later interval. The magnetic pulses are accompanied by click
sounds, which give rise to the artifacts preceding the sound records for
vocalization. B, The figure eight coil was placed over points spanning the
motor strip and SMA proper. To cover the motor strip, seven points were
selected over the lines drawn from Cz toward the tragi of both ears. The
points were the vertex (Cz, point D), points 3 cm to the left and right
(points C and E), points 6 cm to the left and right (points B and F ), and
points 9 cm to the left and right (points A and G) of Cz. Three other
points, 2, 4, and 6 cm anterior to Cz, were selected over the midline to
cover the presumed location of SMA proper. According to preceding
studies, the SMA proper (hand area) is considered to lie beneath a scalp
point 2–3 cm anterior and 1 cm lateral to Cz.
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acceleration of RT was noted at all the TMS intervals studied,
again presumably because of intersensory facilitation. In these
four cases, we may be looking at the effect of TMS blocking the
cortical information process and inducing a delay in RT, com-
bined with that of accessory sensory inputs eliciting intersensory
facilitation and the shortening of RT. Because we used a relatively
high intensity for TMS, a strong intersensory facilitation was
induced, whereas the effect of blocking the cortical processing was
relatively small in some subjects. Hence, the net result was a slight
acceleration of the RT of voice. The four subjects may presum-
ably have had a “high threshold” in terms of the blocking effect of
TMS, although this “threshold” did not correlate with the motor
threshold in the same subjects.

In summary, we could induce a small delay in most of the
subjects with TMS delivered between 0 and 200 msec before
EOVt. However, this small delay was greatly obscured by the
contamination of a much larger intersensory facilitation induced
by the high intensity of TMS we used in this part of experiment.
Indeed, the former may have been entirely masked by the latter in
four subjects. Thus we studied the effect of TMS using a much
lower stimulus intensity in experiment 2.

Increase in the volume of voice induced by TMS
We plotted the voice ratio (ordinate) as a function of the time
interval of TMS (abscissa; Fig. 2B). The amount of voice in-
creased significantly when TMS was applied 0–50 msec before
EOVt (paired Student’s t test p , 0.05). The mean voice volume
when TMS was delivered just before EOVt amounted to as much
as 1.5 times the voice volume of control trials. The increase in the
amount of voice was noted even in the four subjects in whom the
delay in RT was not apparent. This increase in voice volume was
not observed when the coil was delivered off the scalp or when
current was induced in the scalp by a peripheral electrical stim-
ulator at the same time interval. There was also a slight increase
in the pitch of voice, although this was not measured in the
present study.

Experiment 2
The effect of TMS over the motor strip
The second part of the experiment was performed to investigate
where the effect of TMS was largest over the motor strip and
midline regions. Nine subjects altogether were recruited for this
experiment, seven of which were the same subjects as those
recruited in experiment 1. The control RT in these subjects was
275.3 6 9.2 msec. TMS was delivered ;50, 100, 150, and 200 msec
before the expected onset of voice, because it was shown in

experiment 1 that TMS delivered between 0 and 200 msec before
EOVt was effective for delaying the RT of vocalization (see
Materials and Methods). Because of a slight jitter of RT among
sessions, the time intervals of TMS could not be adjusted exactly
to 50, 100, 150, and 200 msec before EOVt. Therefore, the overall
time intervals during which TMS was delivered relative to EOVt
were divided into time bins of 50 msec (0–50, 50–100, 100–150,
and 150–200 msec preceding EOVt), according to which the data
of single trials were sorted out. The data subsumed within each
bin were averaged together, and their SEs were calculated as well
to generate plots of time courses as described above.

Figure 3A (top) plots the delay of RT induced over the motor
strip in one of the typical subjects when TMS was delivered at
various time intervals. The delay increased as TMS was given at
a later time. TMS delayed the onset of voice maximally when the
coil was placed 6 cm lateral to the left or right of Cz over either
hemisphere (left and right motor areas).

Interestingly, the time when the maximal delay occurred over
the left and right motor points was somewhat different. Over the
left motor area, the delay was maximal with TMS delivered
50–100 msec before EOVt. In contrast, the delay induced over the
right motor area became largest when TMS was applied just
before the onset of voice (0–50 msec before EOVt). At this late
interval, the delay induced over points 9 cm to the left and right
of Cz was also significant (as well as over the motor areas). The
effective zones for inducing the largest delay (6 cm to the right
and left of Cz) roughly corresponds to the locations of the facial
representations of the motor strip, which has been implicated in
the preparation of vocalization (see Discussion). Therefore the
effective regions for inducing delay were taken to represent the
regions “active” during the preparation of vocalization. The “ac-
tivity” of left motor area to precede that of right motor area is
also apparent in Figure 3B (bottom), where the same data are
depicted as a spatiotemporal contour plot with the site of TMS on
the abscissa and the time of TMS on the ordinate.

All the subjects exhibited a similar trend. The plot of grand
average is given in Figure 3B (top). There was always a bilateral
effect with the delay being most prominent over the left and right
motor areas. Coexcitation of the contralateral hemisphere by
current spread could be ruled out, because no significant delay
was evoked when TMS was delivered over Cz (Fig. 3A,B). The
amount of delay induced over these two regions was similar at
intervals of 100–150 and 150–200 msec before EOVt, when the
“activities” of these regions have just begun to take place. How-
ever, the delay induced over the left motor area came to predom-

Figure 2. Delay of vocalization induced by TMS using a
round coil (experiment 1). A, A graph plotting the delay of
RT (ordinate) as a function of the time interval (abscissa) of
TMS delivered with a round coil centered over the vertex.
Error bars indicate SEs. The time interval of TMS was
expressed as how long it preceded EOVt (expected onset of
voice in test sessions, or control reaction time of vocaliza-
tion). The delay emerged at ;200 msec before EOVt and
gradually increased with the time interval of TMS, culminat-
ing at ;100 msec before EOVt. At even shorter time intervals
of TMS, shortening of RT was noted, which was considered to
be attributable to intersensory facilitation caused by acces-
sory sensory inputs accompanying the magnetic pulse. B, A
graph plotting the voice ratio as a function of the time
interval of TMS. Abscissa gives the time of TMS delivery

preceding EOVt. The amount of voice (ordinate) was expressed as its ratio to the amount of voice in control trials in the same session and was plotted
as a function of the time of TMS (abscissa). The volume of voice began to increase as early as ;100 msec before EOVt and showed a marked increase
at 0–50 msec before EOVt. Asterisks indicate significant increase in voice volume as compared with control (paired t test, p , 0.05).
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inate 50–100 msec before EOVt, whereas, at later intervals (0–50
msec before EOVt), the delay induced over the right motor area
became more prominent. Overall, the induced delay grew with
the time of TMS and the maximal delay of RT attained in each
subject reached 29.7–70.0 msec, corresponding to ;10–20% pro-
longation of the control RT. Again, the delay over the left motor
area was mildly but significantly larger than that induced over the
right motor area during the period 50–100 msec before EOVt
(paired t test, p 5 0.0276). In contrast, the delay over the right
motor area was significantly larger than that induced over the left
motor area during the period 0–50 msec before EOVt (paired t
test, p 5 0.00231). Thus, a mild left hemispheric predominance of
activity at early time intervals (50–100 msec before EOVt)
switched over to a robust right hemispheric predominance at later
intervals (0–50 msec before EOVt). The initial left over right
predominance was very mild, whereas the later right over left
predominance was robust. This may be ascribed to the fact that
the maximal delay over the right motor area always occurred just
before the onset of voice (0–50 msec before EOVt), whereas the
delay over the left motor area peaked at various latencies relative

to EOVt in different subjects, so that in the average plot, the effect
over the left motor area was largely smoothed out, whereas that
for the right motor area was not. The delay induced at Cz or
regions nearby (3 cm to the left and right of Cz) was invariably
small. The entire trend described was apparent in the spatiotem-
poral contour plot in Figure 3B (bottom).

The effect of TMS over the midline region
A small delay in RT was also induced when TMS was applied over
the midline region (Fig. 3C). Here again, the amount of delay
over the midline region increased as TMS was applied at a later
time interval. The maximal delay of RT in each subject reached
21.5–51.7 msec at the maximum, corresponding to 8–17% pro-
longation of the control RT. The most prominent delay for the
midline region was noted over a point 2 cm anterior to Cz
(significant delay noted at 0–50 and 50–100 msec before EOVt),
and a smaller but still significant delay was also induced over a
point 4 cm anterior to Cz (at 0–50 msec before EOVt). Con-
versely, neither the delay induced over Cz nor over a point 6 cm
anterior was significant at any of the TMS intervals. Thus, there

Figure 3. The effect of TMS over the motor
strip (A, B) and midline region (C) in rela-
tion to the site of TMS (experiment 2). A, In
one subject, the delay of RT was plotted as a
function of the site where focal TMS was
delivered over the motor strip. The right side
of the figure (positive values on the abscissa)
corresponds to the right of the head, and the
left side (negative values on the abscissa) to
the left. The four curves in the top figure
each depict the delay when TMS was applied
0–50, 50–100, 100–150, and 150–200 msec
before EOVt. In this and the following fig-
ures, the delay is expressed as its percentage
to the control reaction time in the same

session. As shown above, the delay increased as TMS was applied at a later time interval. The most prominent delay was induced over points 6 cm to
the right and left of Cz (right and left motor areas). The delay was greater over the left motor area than over the right motor area 50–100 msec before
EOVt, whereas the latter was greater than the former 0–50 msec before EOVt. The accompanying diagram beneath shows the same data as a contour
plot in the spatiotemporal domain. The abscissa shows scalp regions over the motor strip, ranging from 9 cm to the left and to the right of Cz (left and
right motor areas), and the ordinate gives the time when TMS was delivered. As shown in the bars on the right, regions in lighter tints depict the regions
where the delay induced by TMS was large, whereas those with darker tints correspond to regions where the effect of TMS was small. Note again that
the delay induced by TMS was most prominent over the left and right motor areas and that the “activity” of the left motor area preceded that of the
right motor area. B, A similar trend was noted in all the subjects. These plots were constructed for the delays averaged across all the subjects. Conventions
as in A, except that error bars give the SEs, and asterisks indicate significant delay compared with control RT in the same session (paired t test, p , 0.05).
Here again, the delay increased with time and was maximal over the left and right motor areas. Note also that mild left hemispheric predominance 50–100
msec before EOVt switched over to robust right hemispheric predominance 0–50 msec before EOVt. The bottom figure illustrates the same data as a
plot in the spatiotemporal domain. C, A similar plot when the magnetic coil was placed over the midline region, 0, 2, 4, and 6 cm anterior to Cz. This
graph also plots the delays averaged across all the subjects. Error bars indicate SEs. Asterisks indicate significant delay compared with control reaction
times (paired t test, p , 0.05). Significant delay was noted over points 2–4 cm anterior to Cz at time intervals of 0–50 and 50–100 msec before EOVt.
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was a focal region 2–4 cm anterior to Cz at which TMS could
induce a significant delay in the onset of voice. These scalp sites
lie over the presumed location of SMA proper and were taken to
reflect its cortical activity during the late prevocalization period.
Meanwhile, no significant delay was induced at a point 6 cm
anterior to Cz where the pre-SMA must be located. Thus, pre-
SMA does not appear to be involved in the preparation of
vocalization as studied by the present experimental paradigm.

Time courses of delay induced over the lef t and right motor
areas and the SMA proper region
So far we have identified activities in three different cortical
regions (the right and left motor areas and the SMA proper
region) that were considered to be involved in the preparation of
vocalization. Figure 4A shows how the relative magnitude of the
induced delay changed with time. Here we focused on the three
regions and investigated the time courses of the effect of TMS
with a small time bin (25 msec) in six subjects.

As noted in experiment 1, TMS was effective in inducing a
delay in RT as early as 150–200 msec before the expected onset
of voice at all of the three regions. However, the time course of
delay differed among regions. As noted in experiment 2, the delay
induced over the left motor area was mildly larger than that over
the right motor area during the period 50–100 msec before EOVt,
whereas a larger delay was noted over the right hemisphere
during a later period (0–50 msec before EOVt).

Apart from this difference, the time courses for the motor areas
exhibited basically similar features. In contrast, the time course
for SMA proper was much different from these. The delay in-

duced over SMA proper was relatively small throughout most of
the time period. With TMS applied during a later period (0–50
msec before EOVt), however, the induced delay was comparable
for the motor areas and the SMA proper.

To compare the time courses between the motor areas and
SMA proper, we first collapsed the data for the left and right
motor areas and then subjected them to ANOVA with two
factors, the time of TMS, and the site of stimulation (TMS over
the motor areas, or TMS over SMA proper). This demonstrated
a significant main effect for the time of TMS (F 5 11.945; p ,
0.0001) as well as a significant interaction between the two factors
(F 5 3.529; p 5 0.0164). The effect of the site of stimulation did
not reach significance (F 5 1.504; p 5 0.2219). Post hoc analysis
revealed that this interaction was partly because of significant
differences in the delay induced over the motor areas and over the
SMA proper region at the time bin 50–100 msec before EOVt,
where the former was significantly greater than the latter ( p 5
0.0004). The difference at the time bin 100–150 msec before
EOVt also approached significance (delay over the motor areas
greater than that over the SMA proper; p 5 0.0573). On the other
hand, there was no significant differences between these delays at
time bins of 0–50 and 150–200 msec before EOVt ( p 5 0.3465
and 0.1438, respectively).

Therefore, in this plot we were able to discriminate two distinct
phases in the prevocalization period; during the early phase
(50–100 msec before EOVt), the delay induced over the motor
areas was significantly larger than that induced over the SMA
proper region. During the late phase (0–50 msec before EOVt),

Figure 4. Time courses for delay and voice volume with TMS over the motor strip and midline region as a function of the time of TMS (experiment
2). A, In this plot, we compare the time courses of delay induced over points 6 cm to the left and right of Cz with that induced over the presumed location
of SMA proper (2–4 cm anterior to Cz). Conventions as in Figure 2A. During the period preceding EOVt by 50–150 msec, the delay induced over the
motor areas was larger than that induced over the SMA proper region. B, Change in voice volume induced over the motor area (top) and SMA proper
(bottom). Conventions as in Figure 2B. No significant change in voice ratio was induced by unilateral TMS over the motor area or over the presumed
location of SMA proper at any of the time intervals.
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on the other hand, the delay induced over these two regions was
approximately in the same range.

The effect of focal TMS on the volume and duration of voice
TMS using a figure eight coil did not change the volume of voice
significantly. ANOVA did not indicate any significant effect for
either the time of TMS or the site of stimulation, nor for their
interaction (Fig. 4B; ANOVA, p . 0.2). This result, not in
keeping with that obtained in experiment 1, was presumably
because of the low intensity of the stimuli used in this part of
experiment.

Nor did focal TMS elicit any significant change in the duration
of voice. ANOVA performed for the duration of voice did not
point to any significant effect either for the time of TMS or for the
type of stimulation, nor for their interaction ( p . 0.3).

Experiment 3
Comparison of the effect of unilateral and bilateral TMS
The preceding experiments showed that both the left and right
motor areas are involved in the preparation of vocalization,
pointing to the bilateral nature of the motor preparation for
vocalization. In this part of experiment, we compared the effect of
unilateral versus bilateral TMS delivered over the left and right
motor areas. During the period preceding EOVt by 50–150 msec,
the delay induced by unilateral TMS (the data were collapsed for
both the left or right motor areas) and that induced by bilateral
TMS exhibited an almost identical time course (Fig. 5A; in this
figure, data for unilateral left and right motor areas were pooled
together into a single plot). Indeed, the delay was somewhat
smaller for bilateral TMS during this period. This may have been
caused by intersensory facilitation; accessory sensory inputs ac-
companying bilateral TMS were probably greater than those
accompanying unilateral TMS and therefore may have caused a
larger intersensory facilitation (Terao et al., 1997).

In comparison, during the period 0–50 msec before EOVt,
bilateral TMS induced a significantly larger delay than unilateral
TMS. ANOVA demonstrated a significant effect for the time of
TMS (F 5 11.945; p , 0.001), but not for the type of stimulation
(unilateral or bilateral TMS, F 5 1.504; p 5 0.2219). A significant
interaction was noted between the two factors (F 5 2.119; p 5
0.0164). The interaction was ascribed to the significantly larger
delay induced by bilateral TMS than by unilateral TMS during
the late phase ( p 5 0.0079), whereas there was no significant
difference in delay during the early phase ( p . 0.2).

The effect of bilateral TMS on voice volume
Bilateral TMS slightly increased the amount of voice when TMS
was applied 0–100 msec before EOVt (Fig. 5B). ANOVA indi-
cated a significant effect for the type of stimulation (unilateral
versus bilateral TMS; F(1,5) 5 9.872, p 5 0.0020), but not for the
time of TMS (F 5 1.974; p 5 0.1202). Although the interaction
between these two factors was not significant (F 5 1.513; p 5
0.2681), the volume of voice tended to increase when bilateral
TMS was applied at the late phase (0–50 and 50–100 msec before
EOVt). This was reflected in the mild trend toward an increase in
voice volume with bilateral TMS at time bins of 0–50 msec ( p 5
0.0194) and 50–100 msec ( p 5 0.0210) in the post hoc analysis.

To compare this with the results of experiments 1 and 2, the
increase of voice volume was noted only with TMS of high
intensity (experiment 1) or bilateral focal TMS (experiment 3),
but not with unilateral TMS (experiment 2). This was considered
because of the relatively “high threshold” for stimulating the
motor representations of expiratory muscles (Gandevia and
Rothwell, 1987; Maskill et al., 1991).

DISCUSSION
Time course and topography of the effect of TMS
TMS delivered up to 150–200 msec before the expected onset of
voice delays the RT of vocalization. This suggested that the
cortical preparation for vocalization starts as early as or earlier
than 150–200 msec before the onset of voice. Because RT of voice
ranged from 250–300 msec after the visual cue, the onset of this
cortical process may be initiated slightly earlier than 100–150
msec after the visual cue. The delay persisted until TMS was
applied just before the onset of voice, i.e., the process continued
until the onset of voice.

The effect of TMS was largest when delivered 6 cm lateral to
Cz over each hemisphere. These regions correspond to the pre-
sumed locations of facial / laryngeal motor areas, in which Penfield
et al. (1949, 1959) could arrest vocalization most effectively by
electrical stimulation in humans.

Recent neuroimaging studies during vocalization have found
activities also in the motor representations of truncal /respiratory
muscles, in accordance with their known role in phonation (Price
et al., 1996; Hirano et al., 1997; Gunji et al., 2000). However, TMS
induced only a small delay over these cortical regions (Fig. 1A,
sites C and E). In our experimental paradigm, the subjects may
have produced small pulses of breath to respond quickly to the
cues mainly by contracting small muscles such as the internal

Figure 5. Comparison of the effects of unilateral and bilat-
eral TMS (experiment 3). A, This plot compares the delay
induced by unilateral TMS over either of the motor areas
with that induced by bilateral TMS. Dots represent unilateral
TMS, whereas circles stand for bilateral TMS. Because the
time courses for unilateral TMS over the left and right motor
areas were similar in basic features, the data were combined
to produce a single plot for both motor areas. The abscissa
gives the time of TMS relative to EOVt, and the ordinate
gives the delay induced by TMS. During the period preceding
EOVt by 50–200 msec, the delay induced by unilateral and
bilateral TMS was comparable. During a later period (0–50
msec preceding EOVt), the delay induced by bilateral TMS
was much greater than that by unilateral TMS. Plots at the
time bin 0–25 msec before EOVt are not shown for bilateral
TMS because we were not able to collect enough data for this
time interval. The same applies to B. B, This plot illustrates the time course of voice volume, i.e., the ratio of conditioned to control trials (ordinate),
as a function of the time of TMS (abscissa). The dots stand for unilateral TMS, and the circles denote bilateral TMS. Error bars indicate SEs. The volume
of voice slightly increased when bilateral TMS is applied during the late stage.
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intercostal muscles, without recruiting larger truncal muscles.
Thus, activity in the motor representation of truncal /respiratory
muscles may have remained lower than expected, which may
explain the small effect of TMS.

Based on this and other preceding studies (Amassian et al.,
1989; Maccabee et al., 1991), the time course from the presenta-
tion of the visual cue to the onset of voice may be described as
follows (Fig. 6). Visual input to the retina is transferred to the
calcarine cortex within 40–60 msec, is processed in the visual
cortical areas, and travels through them in 120 msec. Our study
along with that of Cracco et al. (1996) showed that the cortical
preparation for vocalization had already begun by 100–150 msec
(120–140 msec in Cracco et al., 1996) after the visual cue.

The delay induced by TMS over the SMA proper region was
small during the early phase (50–100 msec before EOVt) but

became comparable with those induced over the motor areas
during the late phase of the prevocalization period (0–50 msec
before EOVt; Fig. 4A). Thus, SMA proper may play only a minor
role during the early phase, but become much more involved
during the late phase. Although SMA proper has been implicated
in the programming of voluntary movements (Cheyne and Wein-
berg, 1989) and speech (Grözinger et al., 1980), Dum and Strick
(1996) showed that SMA proper sends direct projections to the
spinal cord and may be more directly involved in motor execution.

Changes in the voice volume induced by TMS
TMS delivered during the late phase increased the volume of
voice. Vocalization concludes with the expiration of air through
vocal folds when subglottic air pressure overcomes vocal fold
resistance. Expiratory muscles are thus presumably active during
this late phase. In limb muscles, voluntary muscle contraction
raises the excitability of motor neuron pool innervating the acti-
vated muscles and makes them more ready to discharge by other
descending commands, enhancing the amplitude of MEPs elic-
ited by TMS. Likewise, TMS of the same intensity would evoke a
larger contraction in expiratory muscles during activation than at
rest, resulting in an increase in subglottic pressure and airflow
through the vocal cord.

Vocal intensity increases with subglottic pressure, and if this
pressure increases without muscular adjustments of the vocal
folds, the fundamental frequency of voice will increase as well as
its intensity (Borden et al., 1994). Thus, when one is struck in the
stomach while phonating a steady tone or just as one is going to
produce a voice, the tone not only gets louder, but increases in
pitch. A similar mechanism may explain the increase in vocal
intensity and pitch induced by TMS during the late phase.

Bilateral motor control for vocalization
Activation of bilateral hemispheres during vocalization as dem-
onstrated in PET studies may reflect either the activities of both
hemispheres working in concert or the activity of one active
hemisphere inhibiting that of the other. The former is more likely
because, if either of the two hemispheres were capable of pro-
ducing vocalization alone, the delay would not have been evoked
by unilateral TMS.

In primates, the periaqueductal gray (PAG) serves as a bottle-
neck region for vocalization that receives all the descending
inputs from supraspinal centers, including the cerebral cortex,
and relays these to the phonatory motoneuron pools located in
the medulla and the spinal cord (Jürgens and Zwirner, 1996;
Jürgens, 1998). If we postulate a similar pathway for humans, the
cortical preparation for vocalization may be considered as a
process through which motor buffer is formed within bilateral
motor cortices and released to relevant brainstem centers.

Cortical processing during the early and late phase
Given the bilateral motor control for vocalization, what would
happen if both hemispheres were “blocked” at the same time? If
TMS mainly interfered with the formation of motor buffer, the
cortical process for this formation may be slowed, but the buffer
itself would not disappear. Once formed and ready in both
hemispheres, the motor buffer is released to relevant brainstem
centers, so that the effect of TMS cannot be profound even if it is
delivered bilaterally. If bilateral TMS delays buffer formation in
both hemispheres by the same amount of time Dt, RT would also
be delayed by Dt, because in both hemispheres, the buffer forma-
tion is completed with a delay of Dt. Unilateral TMS may delay
buffer formation in the stimulated hemisphere by time Dt, but not

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the cortical preparation for human
vocalization. A diagram illustrating the time course of the cortical prep-
aration for vocalization based on the results of the present and preceding
studies. The entire duration of the prevocalization period corresponds to
the reaction time of voice measured from the time of visual cue to the
onset of voice, which is ;350 msec in Cracco’s study and 250–300 msec in
ours. To accommodate all the results from preceding and present studies
into a single diagram, the time course was scaled such that the total
duration was 300 msec. Visual input to the retina is transferred to the
visual cortex in 40–60 msec, which is processed in and travels out of the
striate and extrastriate visual cortices by 120 msec (Amassian et al., 1989).
Activation of the frontal cortex is apparent at ;120 msec (Cracco et al.,
1996). The early phase of cortical preparation starts as early as 150–200
msec before the expected onset of voice (i.e., 100–150 msec after visual
cue presentation), which is followed by a distinct later phase 0–50 msec
before EOVt. During the early phase (from 50 to 100 msec before the
onset of voice), a mild left hemispheric predominance for inducing the
delay is noted. During the later phase, this switches over to robust right
hemispheric predominance. During the same period, the volume of voice
increases by TMS of high intensity or by bilateral TMS. These almost
coincide in time with the muscle contraction of the lateral cricoarythenoid
muscle, beginning 80–100 msec before the onset of voice (Hirose and
Gay, 1972) and the activation of laryngeal EMG, preceding the onset of
voice by 80 msec (Cracco et al., 1996). Activation of the SMA proper
region was also apparent during this late phase. The effect of bilateral
TMS is greater than that of unilateral TMS during this late period. These
results indicate that multiple cortical areas are active during the late
phase.
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in the unstimulated hemisphere. Here again, RT may be delayed
by the same amount of time Dt, if we postulate that the motor
buffers in both hemispheres should be completed for them to be
released for motor output. TMS during the early phase may have
interfered mainly with the buffer formation, because the induced
delay was nearly identical with unilateral or bilateral TMS.

On the other hand, if TMS blocked the release of motor buffer
into relevant brainstem centers, bilateral TMS would induce a
delay of RT well in excess of that induced by unilateral TMS. This
is because bilateral TMS would abolish the descending com-
mands from both hemispheres, greatly reducing the motor out-
put, whereas unilateral TMS would spare at least the motor
output from the unstimulated hemisphere. Because bilateral TMS
induced a much larger delay than unilateral TMS during the late
phase, this phase should be mainly dedicated to the release of
motor commands into relevant brainstem centers.

Hemispheric lateralization in the motor preparation
for vocalization
Concurrent activation of both hemispheres to achieve a motor
task is not unique to vocalization and has also been described for
oculomotor tasks (Terao et al., 1998), in which the time courses of
activities in homologous regions of both hemispheres were almost
identical. By contrast, bilateral motor areas exhibited activities
with slightly different time courses for vocalization. A mild pre-
dominance of left motor area activity was apparent during the
early phase, which switched over to robust right hemispheric
predominance during the late phase. Thus, activation of the left
motor area preceded the right motor activity by 50–100 msec, and
the entire process may be looked on as an alternation of hemi-
spheric lateralization (from right to left) as the cortical prepara-
tion of vocalization proceeded from the early to late phase.

The left predominance during the early phase, i.e., during the
programming of motor buffer, is consistent with some recent PET
studies (Wildgruber et al., 1996). Meanwhile, active expiration
takes place during the late phase of vocalization. PET studies
during expiration have revealed blood flow increases bilaterally in
the primary motor cortex, the right premotor cortex, the SMA,
and the cerebellum (Colebatch et al., 1991; Ramsay et al., 1993).
The cortical regions activated on the right lateral convexity was
more prominent than on the left (the premotor cortex was acti-
vated only on the right side), which is congruent with the dem-
onstrated right hemispheric predominance during the late phase.

Recently, Jürgens and Zwirner (2000) implanted electrodes
into the facial motor cortices bilaterally at sites where electrical
stimulation evoked vocal fold adduction and also at PAG sites
producing vocalization. Motor cortical stimulation blocked vocal-
ization elicited by the stimulation of PAG. This was more evident
with left-sided ipsilateral motor cortex/PAG stimulation than
with right-sided motor cortex/PAG stimulation in half of the
animals. The reverse was true for the rest of the animals. There-
fore, the majority of monkeys exhibited hemispheric asymmetry
in vocal fold control, whether right- or left-dominant. If the motor
cortex/PAG connection was right-predominant in our subjects, it
would be plausible that the right motor area is active predomi-
nantly during the late phase of prevocalization period serving as
its motor output phase. PET studies, however, have failed to
demonstrate hemispheric predominance probably because the
right predominance was noted phasically only during the late
phase.
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